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4th august 1948 the death of mileva maric dorian cope - on this day in 1948 mileva maric died alone and unknown in
zurich aged seventy two few stories in the history of science are as heartbreaking as hers claimed the new scientist a
brilliant woman born in the late 19th century her aspiration to be a physicist was always going to the thwarted by gender
discrimination, wimbledon bare leg tennis and the bitter rivalry - charlie chaplin once wrote that the most beautiful sight
he had ever seen and presumably he had seen a few was the movement of helen wills playing tennis, house intel s russia
report national security politics - doj ig releases explosive report that led to firing of ex fbi deputy director andrew mccabe
, q will cern awaken the elder gods ask a mathematician - according to rolf dieter heuer the director general of cern
strange experimental artifacts are just a part of doing science when you hear screaming every time the beam is active you
tend to assume that it s the result of some unknown mechanism metal fatigue poorly tuned resonators, q how does
quantum computing work ask a mathematician - physicist particles and sets of particles are frequently seen to be in
multiple states simultaneously the internal mechanisms of a quantum computer are similarly in many states at the same
time an ordinary computer can take a single input do a single calculation and output a single result, ssris much more than
you wanted to know slate star codex - the claim that ssris don t work or ssris are mostly just placebo is most commonly
associated with irving kirsch a man with the awesome job title of associate director of the program for placebo studies at
harvard, nonton movie online dunia21 layarkaca21 cinemax21 - selamat datang di cinemax21 tempat nonton streaming
online dan download film movie bioskop dunia21 layarkaca21 cinemaxxi terlengkap dan terbaru bersubtitle indonesia gratis
kamu bisa mencari film kesayanganmu di google dengan menggunakan format nonton movie judul film sub indo, which are
more legible serif or sans serif typefaces - point size point size is perhaps the element most used to describe the
legibility of a type face but it can also be the most deceptive point size is a legacy from the letterpress system where each
letter is held on a small metal block, crossword clues starting with w - common crossword clues starting with w w w can
be a vowel in it w european bridge is high at the start w pacific republic, icon dpos delegated proof of stake incentive
explained - i understand the frustration but i really tried to make this as easy to understand as possible unfortunately icon is
by default a very complicated system and this article is explaining something technical so it will be a bit difficult to absorb
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